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Warren Buffett: the Life, Lessons and Rules for Success
In the third edition of this international best seller, Lawrence Cunningham brings
you the latest wisdom from Warren Buffett’s annual letters to Berkshire Hathaway
shareholders. New material addresses: the financial crisis and its continuing
implications for investors, managers and society; the housing bubble at the bottom
of that crisis; the debt and derivatives excesses that fueled the crisis and how to
deal with them; controlling risk and protecting reputation in corporate governance;
Berkshire’s acquisition and operation of Burlington Northern Santa Fe; the role of
oversight in heavily regulated industries; investment possibilities today; and
weaknesses of popular option valuation models. Some other material has been
rearranged to deepen the themes and lessons that the collection has always
produced: Buffett’s “owner-related business principles” are in the prologue as a
separate subject and valuation and accounting topics are spread over four instead
of two sections and reordered to sharpen their payoff. Media coverage is available
at the following links: Interviews/Podcasts: Motley Fool, click here. Money, Riches
and Wealth, click here. Manual of Ideas, click here. Corporate Counsel, click here.
Reviews: William J. Taylor, ABA Banking Journal, click here. Bob Morris, Blogging on
Business, click here. Pamela Holmes, Saturday Evening Post, click here. Kevin M.
LaCroix, D&O Diary, click here. Blog Posts: On Finance issues (Columbia
University), click here. On Berkshire post-Buffett (Manual of Ideas), click here. On
Publishing the book (Value Walk), click here. On Governance issues (Harvard
University blog), click here. Featured Stories/Recommended Reading: Motley Fool,
click here. Stock Market Blog, click here. Motley Fool Interviews with LAC at
Berkshire's 2013 Annual Meeting Berkshire Businesses: Vastly Different, Same
DNA, click here. Is Berkshire's Fat Wallet an Enemy to Its Success?, click here. PostBuffett Berkshire: Same Question, Same Answer, click here. How a Disciplined
Value Approach Works Across the Decades, click here. Through the Years: Constant
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Themes in Buffett's Letters, click here. Buffett's Single Greatest Accomplishment,
click here. Where Buffett Is Finding Moats These Days, click here. How Buffett Has
Changed Through the Years, click here. Speculating on Buffett's Next Acquisition,
click here. Buffett Says “Chief Risk Officers” Are a Terrible Mistake, click here.
Berkshire Without Buffett, click here.

The Real Warren Buffett
The book is divided into several sections covering Warren Buffett's personal
business management: . Managing one's life - focuses on Buffett's insistence on a
good education, picking one's heroes early in life, and staying away from things
that damage you personally. The authors also discuss Buffett's belief that
challenges make life interesting. . Managing One's Career - Buffett believes that
you should work at something that you are passionate about. Do what you like and
you will find a way to make money. Do what you hate and you will be miserable
even if you are rich. . Managing Employees - place honesty on the same level as
intelligence as a managerial attribute. How to keep managers inspired and working
hard. . Managing the Business - Buffett has learned that companies that have a
durable competitive advantage over their competitors consistently earn more
money year after year and are the easiest to manage. . Managing of Personal
Money - discover the simple rules that Buffett uses for buying other businesses and
how he has incorporated them into his own personal investment style.

Inside the Investments of Warren Buffett
Charles Munger is Warren Buffett decade's long business partner, and his
investment filter, jokingly called by Mr. Buffett - the abominable no man. The early
pages cover Munger's family history, his framework for investing [wait for the fat
pitches, and assess each opportunity using rational, rigorous frameworks drawn
from multiple disciplines (and not finance theory!)], and even some warm
testaments from family, friends and colleagues. The next section, assembled by
leading investor Whitney Tilson, is well edited and benefits from Tilson's massaging
of quotations made over time into logical sub-headings. The bulk of the text
though is, as the subtitle suggests, the wit and wisdom of Mr. Munger as conveyed
through various speeches in the last couple decade or so before 2006.

Warren Buffett
Warren Buffett: The Life, Lessons & Rules For Success He's been consistently voted
one of the wealthiest people in the world. Time Magazine also voted him as one of
the most influential people in the world; widely considered to be the most
successful investor of the entire 20th century. In short, Warren Buffett is a boss.
The man knows a thing or two about success. With a net worth of $77.1 billion, the
billionaire investor's fabled business acumen has inspired everything from
investment books to college courses. He is known to favor long-term investment
strategies, like dollar cost averaging, which encourages the regular purchase of the
same investment over time. He also has long-standing holdings in the Coca-Cola
Company, Apple, and American Express among others. His now infamous letters to
Berkshire Hathaway shareholders help shed light into how the man they call the
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"Oracle of Omaha," reads the tealeaves. This book takes a look at Buffett's life.
From humble beginnings in Omaha, up to present day where the 86 year old is still
going strong. We take a look at his first taste of business at the ripe old age of 6,
following on with his major successes and failures along the way. The aim of this
book is to be educational and inspirational with actionable principles you can
incorporate into your own life straight from the great man himself. *INCLUDING* 25
Most Memorable Quotes & 15 Success Principles to Live by Don't wait, grab your
copy today!

The Warren Buffett Portfolio
A detailed look at how Warren Buffett really invests In this engaging new book,
author Prem Jain extracts Warren Buffett's wisdom from his writings, Berkshire
Hathaway financial statements, and his letters to shareholders and partners in his
partnership firms-thousands of pages written over the last fifty years. Jain uncovers
the key elements of Buffett's approach that every investor should be aware of.
With Buffett Beyond Value, you'll learn that, contrary to popular belief, Warren
Buffett is not a pure value investor, but a unique thinker who combines the
principles of both value and growth investing strategies. You'll also discover why
understanding CEOs is more important than studying financial metrics; and why
you need an appropriate psychological temperament to be a successful investor.
Reveals Buffett's multifaceted investment principles Discusses how Buffett thinks
differently from others about portfolio diversification, market efficiency, and
corporate governance Highlights how you can build a diverse and profitable
investment portfolio With this book as your guide, you'll learn how to successfully
invest like Warren Buffett.

The Great Minds of Investing
First published in 1936, One Thousand Ways to Make $1000 is the long out-of-print
book that Warren Buffett's biographers credit with shaping the legendary investor's
business acumen and giving him his trademark appreciation of compound interest.
After pulling a copy of One Thousand Ways off a library shelf at age eleven and
devouring F.C. Minaker's plucky and practical business advice, Buffett declared
that he would be a millionaire by the time he was 35. Written in the immediate,
conversational style of Dale Carnegie's How to Win Friends and Influence People,
this book is full of inventive ideas on how to make money through excellent
salesmanship, hard work, and resourcefulness. While some of the ideas may seem
quaint today-goat dairying, manufacturing motor-driven chairs, and renting out
billiard tables to local establishments are among the money-making ideas
presented- the underlying fundamentals of business explained in these pages
remain as solid as they were over seventy years ago. Covering a wide spectrum of
topics including investing, marketing, merchandising, sales, customer relations,
and raising money for charity, One Thousand Ways to Make $1000 is both a
durable, classic business book and a fascinating portrait of determined
entrepreneurship in Depression-era America. Every effort has been made to
reproduce the content exactly as it was originally presented.

Behind the Berkshire Hathaway Curtain
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The Practice of Absorption Spectrophotometry
Investing & Life Lessons From The Great Warren Buffett! Are You Ready To Delve
Into The Life And Investing Lessons Warren Buffett Has For Us on How To Get Rich
And Dominate Life? If So You've Come To The Right Place Here's A Preview Of What
This Warren Buffett Book Contains Who is Warren Buffett: A Brief Overview The Art
Of Stock-Picking A Lesson On Emotional Investment Investing In Familiarity Digital
Charts, Stocks & Company Ownership The Truth About Stock Repurchases, Bull
Markets And The Role Of The Market How To Identify A Winner Of A Company TaxLoss Selling - Warren's Invaluable Advice Playing The Long Game And Forward
Thinking 5 Life Lessons You NEED To Master To Attain Success Much, Much More!"

Berkshire Hathaway Letters to Shareholders 1965 - 2013
The Essays of Warren Buffett
The Women of Berkshire Hathaway
Do you want learn how to invest like Warren Buffett?This book offers an
introduction to Buffett, his business success and the lessons that we can learn from
him. This is not a text book nor a biography, but more of a cheat sheet for reading
on the bus or in the bathroom, so that you can pick out the most significant points
without having to carry around a bag of weighty tomes. You can read it all in one
sitting, or look up specific case studies as and when you are looking for inspiration
or direction. You will learn the most significant skills and qualities that made him
the most successful investor ever, plus some of his greatest investing tips.

The Warren Buffett CEO
Warren Buffett is the most successful investor in history. From his humble
beginnings in Depression-torn Nebraska, he became the world's richest man before
he started giving his billions away. But his wealth and power is balanced by selfdeprecating wit, folksy charm, a modest lifestyle, and a well-earned reputation for
blunt honesty. In truth, Buffett is far more complex than he appears, and he owes
his success equally to hard work and his exceptional ability to spot value that
others overlook. But as this short-form book shows, Buffett's insights, principles,
and precepts hold lessons that investors everywhere can profit from. As his story
proves, getting rich in the stock market isn't easy--but it's far from impossible.

The Tao of Warren Buffett
Don Keough—a former top executive at Coca-Cola and now chairman of the elite
investment banking firm Allen & Company—has witnessed plenty of failures in his
sixty-year career (including New Coke). He has also been friends with some of the
most successful people in business history, including Warren Buffett, Bill Gates,
Jack Welch, Rupert Murdoch, and Peter Drucker. Now this elder statesman reveals
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how great enterprises get into trouble. Even the smartest executives can fall into
the trap of believing in their own infallibility. When that happens, more bad
decisions are sure to follow. This light-hearted “how-not-to” book includes
anecdotes from Keough's long career as well as other infamous failures. His
commandments for failure include: Quit Taking Risks; Be Inflexible; Assume
Infallibility; Put All Your Faith in Experts; Send Mixed Messages; and Be Afraid of
the Future. As he writes, “After a lifetime in business I've never been able to
develop a step-by-step formula that will guarantee success. What I could do,
however, was talk about how to lose. I guarantee that anyone who follows my
formula will be a highly successful loser.”

University of Berkshire Hathaway
A fascinating look at the top women at Berkshire Hathaway and how they got there
Although proportionally women continue to lag far behind men as CEOs and board
members at major institutions, there has been a marked uptick in the number of
female business leaders in recent years. Looking at the changes that have
happened at Berkshire Hathaway—Warren Buffett's holding company, The Women
of Berkshire Hathaway: Lessons from Warren Buffett's Female CEOs and Directors
provides a unique look at the gradual shattering of the glass ceiling at one of
America's top firms. An influx of female leadership over the past few years—today
there are four female CEOs, up from just one a decade ago—has invigorated
Berkshire Hathaway with energy and unique female insight. Profiling these
remarkable women, the book provides motivational and management information
for a wide range of readers, from business students to Buffett fans. Looks closely at
the female board members of Berkshire Hathaway and the female managers who
run Berkshire Hathaway companies Follows the paths that brought these women to
their current positions Explores their working relationship with their employees and
Warren Buffett, and how they balance work and their private lives The only book
focusing on eight of the most powerful women at Berkshire Hathaway, The Women
of Berkshire Hathaway is an inspirational read about the triumph of a group of
remarkable women within a company once dominated by men.

Leadership Lessons: Warren Buffett
Why the book is interesting today is that it still is important and the most
authoritative work on how to value financial assets. "Williams combined original
theoretical concepts with enlightening and entertaining commentary based on his
own experiences in the rough-and-tumble world of investment." Williams'
discovery was to project an estimate that offers intrinsic value and it is called the
'Dividend Discount Model' which is still used today by professional investors on the
institutional side of markets.

The Essays of Warren Buffett
Since the 1950s, Warren Buffett and his partners have backed some of the
twentieth century's most profitable, trendsetting companies. But how did they
know they were making the right investments? What did Buffet and his partners
look for in an up-and-coming company, and how can others replicate their
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approach? A gift to Buffett followers who have long sought a pattern to the
investor's success, Inside the Investments of Warren Buffett presents the most
detailed analysis to date of Buffet's long-term investment portfolio. Yefei Lu, an
experienced investor, starts with Buffett's interest in the Sanborn Map Company in
1958 and tracks nineteen more of his major investments in companies like See's
Candies, the Washington Post, GEICO, Coca-Cola, US Air, Wells Fargo, and IBM.
Accessing partnership letters, company documents, annual reports, third-party
references, and other original sources, Lu pinpoints what is unique about Buffett's
timing, instinct, use of outside knowledge, and postinvestment actions, and he
identifies what could work well for all investors in companies big and small,
domestic and global. His substantial chronology accounts for broader world events
and fluctuations in the U.S. stock market, suggesting Buffett's most important trait
may be the breadth of his expertise.

The Snowball
Using the letters Warren Buffett wrote to his partners between 1956 and 1970, a
veteran financial advisor presents the renowned guru’s “ground rules” for
investing—guidelines that remain startlingly relevant today. In the fourteen years
between his time in New York with value-investing guru Benjamin Graham and his
start as chairman of Berkshire Hathaway, Warren Buffett managed Buffett
Partnership Limited, his first professional investing partnership. Over the course of
that time—a period in which he experienced an unprecedented record of
success—Buffett wrote semiannual letters to his small but growing group of
partners, sharing his thoughts, approaches, and reflections. Compiled for the first
time and with Buffett’s permission, the letters spotlight his contrarian
diversification strategy, his almost religious celebration of compounding interest,
his preference for conservative rather than conventional decision making, and his
goal and tactics for bettering market results by at least 10% annually.
Demonstrating Buffett’s intellectual rigor, they provide a framework to the craft of
investing that had not existed before: Buffett built upon the quantitative
contributions made by his famous teacher, Benjamin Graham, demonstrating how
they could be applied and improved. Jeremy Miller reveals how these letters offer
us a rare look into Buffett’s mind and offer accessible lessons in control and
discipline—effective in bull and bear markets alike, and in all types of investing
climates—that are the bedrock of his success. Warren Buffett’s Ground Rules
paints a portrait of the sage as a young investor during a time when he developed
the long-term value-oriented strategy that helped him build the foundation of his
wealth—rules for success every investor needs today.

The Ten Commandments for Business Failure
In life and business, it is important that you are properly guided by someone who
has all the experiences and knowledge that can help point you in the right
direction. While everyone dreams of being successful, there are times when you
simply cannot do everything on your own. There will be tumbling blocks and high
walls that can serve as an obstacle along your journey and these challenges can
best be fought when you are armed with all the information that you need to know
about the path that you have chosen to take. One of the biggest names that is
being looked up to by many people, especially those who are aspiring to become
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wealthy and financially stable is none other than, Warren Buffett. Throughout the
years, Buffet has shared a lot and without a doubt, he has already reached the
pinnacle of fortune and fame. Warren Buffet of the well acclaimed Berkshire
Hathaway, is currently the third wealthiest man in the world, with an estimated net
worth of almost $64 billion. In spite of the notorious secrecy of others, Buffet is
actually more than willing to share his unbeatable advice on companies that he
has been investing throughout the years. Yet in this short guide, you will learn
more about his latest insights that are critical for investors and individuals alike, no
matter where they are right now.

A Few Lessons from Sherlock Holmes
A Few Lessons from Sherlock Holmes is a book for those who want to improve their
thinking. It is a practical and enjoyable book that tells in a short-easy-to-read way
about what we all can learn from Sherlock Holmes. Peter Bevelin has distilled
Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes into bite-sized principles and key quotes.
This book will appeal to both Sherlock fans as well as those who want to think
better. It contains useful and timeless methods and questions applicable to a
variety of important issues in life and business. We could all benefit from A few
lessons from Sherlock Holmes.

How to Close a Deal Like Warren Buffett: Lessons from the
World's Greatest Dealmaker
Warren Buffett is a legend primarily for his investment philosophy. He isn’t
concerned about the intricacies of the market, but instead focuses on the quality of
the companies Berkshire Hathaway stands behind. Yet we know little about the
leaders of the companies that Buffett handpicks. In Behind the Berkshire Hathaway
Curtain: Lessons from Warren Buffett’s Top Business Leaders, author Ronald W.
Chan — founder and CEO of Chartwell Capital — offers a behind-the-scenes look
into the careers of Berkshire Hathaway executives who have both directly and
indirectly contributed to the conglomerate’s success. Drawing on exclusive
interviews from Berkshire leaders, Chan vividly describes how an exceptional
group of managers has built a culture of achievement. With a keen eye for detail,
he shows how their lessons can be applied for career success and personal
fulfillment. Brimming with practical advice, the book will appeal to both executives
and employees wanting to improve their leadership skills and work performance.
Covering the career and life decisions of David Sokol of MidAmerican Energy, Cathy
Baron-Tamraz of Business Wire, Dennis Knautz of Acme Brick, Randy Watson of
Justin Brands, Stan Lipsey of Buffalo News, and many more, the book offers a wide
range of business insights, philosophies, and strategies directly from leaders at the
top of their fields.

Common Stocks as Long Term Investments
Warren Buffett's Ground Rules
Since its hardcover publication in August of 1995, Buffett has appeared on the Wall
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Street Journal, New York Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Los Angeles Times,
Seattle Times, Newsday and Business Week bestseller lists. The incredible
landmark portrait of Warren Buffett's uniquely American life is now available in
paperback, revised and updated by the author. Starting from scratch, simply by
picking stocks and companies for investment, Warren Buffett amassed one of the
epochal fortunes of the twentieth century--an astounding net worth of $10 billion,
and counting. His awesome investment record has made him a cult figure
popularly known for his seeming contradictions: a billionaire who has a modest
lifestyle, a phenomenally successful investor who eschews the revolving-door
trading of modern Wall Street, a brilliant dealmaker who cultivates a homespun
aura. Journalist Roger Lowenstein draws on three years of unprecedented access to
Buffett's family, friends, and colleagues to provide the first definitive, inside
account of the life and career of this American original. Buffett explains Buffett's'
investment strategy--a long-term philosophy grounded in buying stock in
companies that are undervalued on the market and hanging on until their worth
invariably surfaces--and shows how it is a reflection of his inner self.

Buffett Beyond Value
Following in the tradition of the TAO TE CHING, that ancient Chinese classic text on
human nature, and more popular interpretations like the bestselling THE TAO OF
POOH, wisdom from the iconic cartoon figure, THE TAO OF WARREN BUFFETT is a
compendium of quotes from one of the world's favourite businessmen. Buffett's
investment strategies and life philosophies are revealed in this easy-to-read
collection of sayings, some of which have never been heard before. The perfect gift
for everyone on your list: from serious investors to over-spenders, Warren Buffett
can teach everyone a few secrets of success.

The Warren Buffett Shareholder
"First class. A great job at collating our philosophy." - Warren Buffett"Very
practical." - Charlie Munger"One of the top investment books of all time." - The
Motley Fool"A must-read business book." - JP Morgan Private Banking"As much a
business management book as a personal finance book." - Publishera's
Weekly"One of the best books of the year. Two thumbs up!" - CNN (Financial
News)"A serious investment course with entertainment thrown in." - Investora's
Chronicle"The book on Buffett - a superb job!" - Forbes"Extraordinary - full of
wisdom, humour and common sense." - Money"A classic on value investing and the
definitive source on Buffett." - The Financial Times

A Few Lessons for Investors and Managers
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year
Prize 2008 The Snowball is the first and will be the only biography of the world's
richest man, Warren Buffett, written with his full cooperation and collaboration.
Combining a unique blend of "The Sage of Omaha's" business savvy, life story and
philosophy, The Snowball is essential reading for anyone wishing to discover and
replicate the secrets of his business and life success. Warren Buffett is arguably
the world's greatest investor. Even as a child he was fascinated by the concept of
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risk and probability, setting up his first business at the age of six. In 1964 he
bought struggling Massachusetts textile firm Berkshire Hathaway and grew it to be
the 12th largest corporation in the US purely through the exercise of sound
investing principles - a feat never equalled in the annals of business. Despite an
estimated net worth of around US$62 billion, Buffett leads an intriguingly frugal life
taking home a salary of only £50,000 a year. His only indulgence is a private jet, an
extravagance he wryly acknowledges by calling it "The Indefensible". In 2006, he
made the largest charitable donation on record, with most of it going to the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation. The Snowball provides a comprehensive, richly detailed
insight one of the world's most extraordinary and much loved public figures.

Warren Buffett
A Must-Read for Any Investor Looking to Maximize Their Chances of Success Big
Mistakes: The Best Investors and Their Worst Investments explores the ways in
which the biggest names have failed, and reveals the lessons learned that shaped
more successful strategies going forward. Investing can be a rollercoaster of highs
and lows, and the investors detailed here show just how low it can go; stories from
Warren Buffet, Bill Ackman, Chris Sacca, Jack Bogle, Mark Twain, John Maynard
Keynes, and many more illustrate the simple but overlooked concept that investing
is really hard, whether you're managing a few thousand dollars or a few billion,
failures and losses are part of the game. Much more than just anecdotal diversion,
these stories set the basis for the book's critical focus: learning from mistakes.
These investors all recovered from their missteps, and moved forward armed with
a wealth of knowledge than can only come from experience. Lessons learned
through failure carry a weight that no textbook can convey, and in the case of
these legendary investors, informed a set of skills and strategy that propelled them
to the top. Research-heavy and grounded in realism, this book is a must-read for
any investor looking to maximize their chances of success. Learn the most
common ways even successful investors fail Learn from the mistakes of the greats
to avoid losing ground Anticipate challenges and obstacles, and develop an
advance plan Exercise caution when warranted, and only take the smart risks
While learning from your mistakes is always a valuable experience, learning from
the mistakes of others gives you the benefit of wisdom without the consequences
of experience. Big Mistakes: The Best Investors and Their Worst Investments
provides an incomparable, invaluable resource for investors of all stripes.

Warren Buffett on Business
Silver Winner--Tops Sales World's Best Sales and Marketing Book Revealed: the
winning blueprint for making deals like The Oracle of Omaha Warren Buffett didn't
become the world's third wealthiest individual on his investing instincts alone.
Buffett is a master dealmaker. In fact, one of his greatest single successes came
when he closed multiple deals to own 100 percent of the Government Employees
Insurance Company--also known as GEICO. Highly successful dealmakers
themselves, Tom Searcy and Henry DeVries have been studying Buffett's unique
approach for many years. Now, they reveal the secrets of the Oracle of Omaha.
How to Close a Deal Like Warren Buffett gives you the 101 top deal-making
maxims of a legend in his own time. Here's just a small sampling of what's inside:
Warren Way #22: Choose quality. "It's better to own a portion of the Hope
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diamond than 100 percent of a rhinestone." Warren Way #41: Deal making is a nocalled-strike game. "You don't have to swing at everything--you can wait for your
pitch." Warren Way #75. Think long term. "Our favorite holding period is forever."
Warren Way #92. Don't do deals just to do deals. "We don't get paid for activity,
just for being right." Warren Way #98. Think for yourself. "My idea of a group
decision is to look in the mirror." Warren Way #99. Be honest in your deal making.
"It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it." Searcy and
DeVries round it all out with an abundance of their own expertise--approaches that,
added up, have generated billions of dollars in new sales. Take the advice in this
hands-on guide and learn How to Close a Deal Like Warren Buffett. How to Close a
Deal Like Warren Buffett reveals the method behind Buffett's near-mythic dealmaking prowess. Guaranteed to help you come out on the right side of every deal!
"Tom Searcy and Henry DeVries have done a masterful job of distilling Buffett's
wisdom into a highly readable book you’ll want to refer to again and again. A musthave for dealmakers!" -- Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The One Minute Manager and
Leading at a Higher Level "Almost anybody interested in deal making will find
something of interest here. Simply the most important new book on deal making
and big account sales strategy." -- Marshall Goldsmith, author of the New York
Times bestsellers MOJO and What Got You Here Won't Get You There "Read this
inspiring, advice-filled book to discover how you can leverage Warren Buffett's dealmaking strategies to negotiate and win big contracts." -- Jill Konrath, author of
SNAP Selling and Selling to Big Companies "This book is Dale Carnegie
reconfigured for the business world." -- Thomas Barnett, contributing editor at
Esquire and author of Great Powers: America and the World After Bush "This is the
first book we've read that truly explains how Buffett thinks and how his lessons can
be applied to your business." -- Neil Senturia and Barbara Bry, serial entrepreneurs
and entrepreneurship columnists for U-T San Diego

The Outsiders
In this engaging collection of stories, 43 veterans of the Berkshire Hathaway
Annual Shareholders Meeting explain why throngs attend year after year. Beyond
the famous Q&A with Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger, these experts reveal the
Berkshire Meeting as a community gathering of fun, fellowship and learning. The
contributors whisk readers through the exciting schedule of surrounding
events--book signings, panel discussions and social gatherings--and share the
pulse of this distinctive corporate culture. Spanning decades, the book offers
glimpses of the past and ideas of what lies ahead. To learn about what makes
Buffett’s shareholders tick and all the happenings at the Berkshire Meeting, and to
reminisce about past Meetings, make this delightful book your companion. Includes
work by these bestselling authors: - Robert Hagstrom - Robert Miles - Jason Zweig Joel Greenblatt - Vitally Katsenelson - Jeff Matthews - Charlie Tian - Whitney Tilson Prem Jain - Karen Linder

The Theory of Investment Value
Each year, for thirty years, two veteran investment advisors attended Berkshire
Hathaway's Annual Shareholders Meeting. After each meeting, they chronicled
Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger's best lessons from that year. This book
compiles those thirty years of wisdom for the first time.
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Big Mistakes
It's time to redefine the CEO success story. Meet eight iconoclastic leaders who
helmed firms where returns on average outperformed the S&P 500 by more than
20 times.

Seeking Wisdom
“Business Adventures remains the best business book I’ve ever read.” —Bill Gates,
The Wall Street Journal What do the $350 million Ford Motor Company disaster
known as the Edsel, the fast and incredible rise of Xerox, and the unbelievable
scandals at General Electric and Texas Gulf Sulphur have in common? Each is an
example of how an iconic company was defined by a particular moment of fame or
notoriety; these notable and fascinating accounts are as relevant today to
understanding the intricacies of corporate life as they were when the events
happened. Stories about Wall Street are infused with drama and adventure and
reveal the machinations and volatile nature of the world of finance. Longtime New
Yorker contributor John Brooks’s insightful reportage is so full of personality and
critical detail that whether he is looking at the astounding market crash of 1962,
the collapse of a well-known brokerage firm, or the bold attempt by American
bankers to save the British pound, one gets the sense that history repeats itself.
Five additional stories on equally fascinating subjects round out this wonderful
collection that will both entertain and inform readers . . . Business Adventures is
truly financial journalism at its liveliest and best.

The Third Door
In the third edition of this international best seller, Lawrence Cunningham brings
you the latest wisdom from Warren Buffett’s annual letters to Berkshire Hathaway
shareholders. New material addresses: the financial crisis and its continuing
implications for investors, managers and society; the housing bubble at the bottom
of that crisis; the debt and derivatives excesses that fueled the crisis and how to
deal with them; controlling risk and protecting reputation in corporate governance;
Berkshire’s acquisition and operation of Burlington Northern Santa Fe; the role of
oversight in heavily regulated industries; investment possibilities today; and
weaknesses of popular option valuation models. Some other material has been
rearranged to deepen the themes and lessons that the collection has always
produced: Buffett’s “owner-related business principles” are in the prologue as a
separate subject and valuation and accounting topics are spread over four instead
of two sections and reordered to sharpen their payoff. Media coverage is available
at the following links: Interviews/Podcasts: Motley Fool, click here. Money, Riches
and Wealth, click here. Manual of Ideas, click here. Corporate Counsel, click here.
Reviews: William J. Taylor, ABA Banking Journal, click here. Bob Morris, Blogging on
Business, click here. Pamela Holmes, Saturday Evening Post, click here. Kevin M.
LaCroix, D&O Diary, click here. Blog Posts: On Finance issues (Columbia
University), click here. On Berkshire post-Buffett (Manual of Ideas), click here. On
Publishing the book (Value Walk), click here. On Governance issues (Harvard
University blog), click here. Featured Stories/Recommended Reading: Motley Fool,
click here. Stock Market Blog, click here. Motley Fool Interviews with LAC at
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Berkshire's 2013 Annual Meeting Berkshire Businesses: Vastly Different, Same
DNA, click here. Is Berkshire's Fat Wallet an Enemy to Its Success?, click here. PostBuffett Berkshire: Same Question, Same Answer, click here. How a Disciplined
Value Approach Works Across the Decades, click here. Through the Years: Constant
Themes in Buffett's Letters, click here. Buffett's Single Greatest Accomplishment,
click here. Where Buffett Is Finding Moats These Days, click here. How Buffett Has
Changed Through the Years, click here. Speculating on Buffett's Next Acquisition,
click here. Buffett Says “Chief Risk Officers” Are a Terrible Mistake, click here.
Berkshire Without Buffett, click here.

One Thousand Ways to Make $1000
Buffett
Silver Winner--Tops Sales World's Best Sales and Marketing Book Revealed: the
winning blueprint for making deals like The Oracle of Omaha Warren Buffett didn't
become the world's third wealthiest individual on his investing instincts alone.
Buffett is a master dealmaker. In fact, one of his greatest single successes came
when he closed multiple deals to own 100 percent of the Government Employees
Insurance Company--also known as GEICO. Highly successful dealmakers
themselves, Tom Searcy and Henry DeVries have been studying Buffett's unique
approach for many years. Now, they reveal the secrets of the Oracle of Omaha.
How to Close a Deal Like Warren Buffett gives you the 101 top deal-making
maxims of a legend in his own time. Here's just a small sampling of what's inside:
Warren Way #22: Choose quality. "It's better to own a portion of the Hope
diamond than 100 percent of a rhinestone." Warren Way #41: Deal making is a nocalled-strike game. "You don't have to swing at everything--you can wait for your
pitch." Warren Way #75. Think long term. "Our favorite holding period is forever."
Warren Way #92. Don't do deals just to do deals. "We don't get paid for activity,
just for being right." Warren Way #98. Think for yourself. "My idea of a group
decision is to look in the mirror." Warren Way #99. Be honest in your deal making.
"It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it." Searcy and
DeVries round it all out with an abundance of their own expertise--approaches that,
added up, have generated billions of dollars in new sales. Take the advice in this
hands-on guide and learn How to Close a Deal Like Warren Buffett. How to Close a
Deal Like Warren Buffett reveals the method behind Buffett's near-mythic dealmaking prowess. Guaranteed to help you come out on the right side of every deal!
"Tom Searcy and Henry DeVries have done a masterful job of distilling Buffett's
wisdom into a highly readable book you’ll want to refer to again and again. A musthave for dealmakers!" -- Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The One Minute Manager and
Leading at a Higher Level "Almost anybody interested in deal making will find
something of interest here. Simply the most important new book on deal making
and big account sales strategy." -- Marshall Goldsmith, author of the New York
Times bestsellers MOJO and What Got You Here Won't Get You There "Read this
inspiring, advice-filled book to discover how you can leverage Warren Buffett's dealmaking strategies to negotiate and win big contracts." -- Jill Konrath, author of
SNAP Selling and Selling to Big Companies "This book is Dale Carnegie
reconfigured for the business world." -- Thomas Barnett, contributing editor at
Esquire and author of Great Powers: America and the World After Bush "This is the
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first book we've read that truly explains how Buffett thinks and how his lessons can
be applied to your business." -- Neil Senturia and Barbara Bry, serial entrepreneurs
and entrepreneurship columnists for U-T San Diego

Business Adventures
Reveals how Warren Buffet has consistently delivered his astonishing performance
at Berkshire Hathaway — as a leader and CEO.

Warren Buffett and His Important Lessons on Business and Life
The Warren Buffett Way provided the first look into the strategies that the master
uses to pick stocks. A New York Times bestseller, it is a valuable and practical
primer on the principles behind the remarkable investment run of the famed oracle
of Omaha. In this much-awaited companion to that book, author Robert Hagstrom
takes the next logical step, revealing how to profitably manage stocks once you
select them. THE WARREN BUFFETT PORTFOLIO will help you through the process
of building a superior portfolio and managing the stocks going forward. Building a
concentrated portfolio is critical for investment success. THE WARREN BUFFETT
PORTFOLIO introduces the next wave of investment strategy, called focus
investing. A comprehensive investment strategy used with spectacular results by
Buffett, focus investing directs investors to select a concentrated group of
businesses by examining their management and financial positions as compared to
their stock prices. A strategy that has historically outperformed the market, focus
investing is based on the principle that a shareholder's return from owning a stock
is ultimately determined by the economics of the underlying business. Hagstrom
explains in easy-to-understand terms exactly what focus investing is, how it works,
and how it can be applied by any investor at any level of experience. He
demonstrates how Buffett arranges his stocks in a focus portfolio and reveals why
this is as responsible for his incredible returns as the individual stocks he picks.
Ultimately, Hagstrom shows how to use this technique to build and manage a
portfolio to achieve the best possible results.

Damn Right!
Praise for Damn Right! From the author of the bestselling WARREN BUFFETT
SPEAKS. . . "Charlie Munger, whose reputation is deep and wide, based on an
extraordinary record of brilliantly successful business strategies, sees things that
others don't. There is a method to his mastery and, through this book, we get a
chance to learn about this rare individual." -MICHAEL EISNER, Chairman and CEO,
The Walt Disney Company "Janet Lowe uncovers the iconoclastic genius and subtle
charm behind Charlie Munger's curmudgeonly facade in this richly woven portrait
of our era's heir to Ben Franklin. With a biographer's detachment, an historian's
thoroughness, and a financial writer's common sense, Lowe produces a riveting
account of the family, personal, and business life of the idiosyncratically complex
and endlessly fascinating figure." -LAWRENCE CUNNINGHAM, Cardozo Law School,
Author of The Essays of Warren Buffett: Lessons for Corporate America "For years,
Berkshire Hathaway shareholders and investors worldwide (me included) have
struggled to learn more about Warren Buffett's cerebral sidekick. Now we can rest
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and enjoy reading Janet Lowe's book about this rare intellectual jewel called
Charlie Munger." -ROBERT G. HAGSTROM, Author of The Warren Buffett Way
"Charlie has lived by the creed that one should live a life that doesn't need
explaining. But his life should be explained. In a city where heroism is too often
confused with celebrity, Charlie is a true hero and mentor. He lives the life lessons
that he has studiously extracted from other true heroes and mentors, from Ben
Franklin to Ben Graham. This book illuminates those life lessons." -RONALD L.
OLSON, Munger, Tolles & Olson llp "Janet Lowe's unprecedented access to Charlie
Munger and Warren Buffett has resulted in a first-class book that investors,
academics, and CEOs will find entertaining and highly useful."-TIMOTHY P. VICK,
Money Manager and Author of How to Pick Stocks Like Warren Buffett

How to Close a Deal Like Warren Buffett: Lessons from the
World's Greatest Dealmaker
The author weaves pearls of wisdom from Warren Buffet into an engaging
narrative, organized into business and management topics, in a book that provides
direct hands-on information for entrepreneurs, business students and more.

Warren Buffett's Management Secrets
"Everyone knows Warren is the greatest investor of our time. . . .This book for the
first time captures his genius as a manager." —Jack Welch The first book to reveal
the investment and management strategies of the Berkshire Hathaway all-star
management team. Much has been written about Warren Buffett and his
investment philosophy; little has been made public about the inside management
of Berkshire Hathaway. With a market cap exceeding 100 billion , Berkshire
Hathaway has a market value surpassing many icons of American business such as
Dell, AT&T, Disney, Ford, Gillette, American Express, and GM. Drawing on his
personal experiences as well as those of Berkshire's chief executives, officers, and
directors interviewed for this book, Berkshire insider Robert P. Miles provides a
unique look at the Berkshire Hathaway culture and its management principles.

Poor Charlie's Almanack
FORBES #1 CAREER BOOK TO READ IN 2018 The larger-than-life journey of an
18-year-old college freshman who set out from his dorm room to track down Bill
Gates, Lady Gaga, and dozens more of the world’s most successful people to
uncover how they broke through and launched their careers. The Third Door takes
readers on an unprecedented adventure—from hacking Warren Buffett’s
shareholders meeting to chasing Larry King through a grocery store to celebrating
in a nightclub with Lady Gaga—as Alex Banayan travels from icon to icon, decoding
their success. After remarkable one-on-one interviews with Bill Gates, Maya
Angelou, Steve Wozniak, Jane Goodall, Larry King, Jessica Alba, Pitbull, Tim Ferriss,
Quincy Jones, and many more, Alex discovered the one key they have in common:
they all took the Third Door. Life, business, success… it’s just like a nightclub.
There are always three ways in. There’s the First Door: the main entrance, where
ninety-nine percent of people wait in line, hoping to get in. The Second Door: the
VIP entrance, where the billionaires and celebrities slip through. But what no one
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tells you is that there is always, always… the Third Door. It’s the entrance where
you have to jump out of line, run down the alley, bang on the door a hundred
times, climb over the dumpster, crack open the window, sneak through the
kitchen—there’s always a way in. Whether it’s how Bill Gates sold his first piece of
software or how Steven Spielberg became the youngest studio director in
Hollywood history, they all took the Third Door.
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